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Laser® Practice Sails 
Standard, Radial or 4.7 
NOT class legal  
 
We worked with top sail makers to produce the best 
Laser® Practice sails available. These are cut to class 
specifications but made of slightly heavier 3.8oz cloth for 
durability and a longer life. Each sail includes a window 
and a APS envelope sail bag. Save your expensive class 
sails for the big events . You will not find a better Laser® 
practice sail anywhere. 
 
Practice sails include FREE APS digital "8s" sail 
numbers. As a bonus we also include a FREE APS Pro 
Clew Strap and a set of APS practice battens.  
 
European sail numbers can be purchased separately if 
desired.  

 

 
Laser® Practice Sails 

 

Laser Practice Sails 
Standard, Radial or 4.7 
NOT Class Legal 
 
Don't mess around with your good race sail when you're 
just going out to practice some roll tacks or enjoy a quick 
sail.  
 
The Laser® training sails are made of an extra heavy 4.5 
oz white Dacron sailcloth that provides a more durable 
sail for the extra beating that practice can provide.  
 
This sail has six panels and heavy duty reinforcements in 
the corners and includes battens and sail bag.  
 
Please note that these sails are not race legal -- the 
Laser Class has not certified them and they do not meet 
class specifications. They are for use during practices 
only. 
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Laser® Standard 

 

These are class legal Laser® Racing 
Sails, complete with class button and 
sailbag (battens are not included). You 
have the choice of a Laser Standard sail 
by either North Sails (constructed in Sri 
Lanka) or Hyde Sailmakers.  
 
APS offers all Laser sailors who 
purchase a new sail FREE sail numbers 
(letter for the country code are not 
included). When ordering sail numbers, 
class rules specify that you use 
contrasting colors for the first two 
numbers and the final four sail numbers 
(i.e. - 123456 or123456).  
 
Use the part #'s SAILNUMPRE & 
SAILNUMDIG to specify the type of sail 
numbers you would like included, and 
be sure to fill in the necessary 
information for either choice when 
adding it to your order.  
 
We can also install your sail numbers for 
an additional cost. This will add 1-2 
business days to your order process 
time. Just add the part#: 
SAILNUMBERS below, and be sure to 
specify the color and numbers that you 
need!  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Laser® 4.7 

 

The 4.7 sail is perfect for sailors weighing between 
110lbs. and 140lbs, and aren't quite big enough for 
the Radial yet. This is a class legal Laser® 4.7 
Racing Sail, complete with class button and 
sailbag (battens are not included).  
 
APS offers all Laser® sailors who purchase a new 
sail FREE sail numbers (letter for the country code 
are not included). When ordering sail numbers, 
class rules specify that you use contrasting colors 
for the first two numbers and the final four sail 
numbers (i.e. - 123456 or123456).  
 
Use the part #'s SAILNUMPRE & SAILNUMDIG to 
specify the type of sail numbers you would like 
included, and be sure to fill in the necessary 
information for either choice when adding it to your 
order.  
 
We can also install your sail numbers for an 
additional cost. This will add 1-2 business days to 
your order process time. Just add the part#: 
SAILNUBMERS below, and be sure to specify the 
color and numbers that you need!  

 


